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eCover Go is the revolutionary 3D ebook cover software that has everything you
need to make stunning, eye-catching 3D e-book covers of your very own! We know
the latest technology is important, especially when it comes to online marketing, but
that just means our brand new eCover Go Adobe Photoshop eCover Action Script
Package is a must-have product for all internet marketers. Based on the latest
technologies and integrated with the modern web design tools, this package offers
incredibly easy-to-use interfaces and the capability of changing the design and color
parameters in just a few clicks! You can quickly and easily create appealing ebook
covers of your own, and if you want to be more particular, you can also apply
amazing effects to enhance the impact of your eCovers even more. You can use this
package to create all kinds of 3D designs. Besides, you can add 3D elements into
your eCovers, including images, but the real advantages of this tool are for you to
create your own, original eCovers. Ebook covers are not just aesthetically pleasing;
the complete package also includes endless advanced features that are designed to
help you create stunning eCovers right from the very beginning. Being developed by
one of the world's leading software and design companies, the eCover Go Adobe
Photoshop eCover Action Script Package has more than 50 scripts that allows you
to create a variety of 3D product covers. Unlike other or similar products on the
market today, eCover Go Action Script Package is compatible with Photoshop and
streamlines the process so that you have everything that you need in front of you to
quickly and easily create appealing designs like a pro! 1. Autoplay. 2. AJAX
Enabled. 3. SEO Optimized. 4. Responsive. 5. Mobile Friendly. 6. Custom CSS. 7.
Full Screen Mode. 3D eBook Cover Creator Pro v5.4 - Create 3D eBooks covers
with your photos and enhance it with 3D text effects, lines and brushes and much
more. You can make your photo look amazing! 3D eBook Cover Creator Pro v5.3 -
Create 3D eBooks covers with your photos and enhance it with 3D text effects, lines
and brushes and much more. You can make your photo look amazing! Free 3D text
converter v2.0.3 - The Free 3D text converter
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high quality covers. * Powerful action and easy to use. * Multiple scripts. * All
scripts with detailed documentation. * Completely without adobe tools or plug-ins. *
No hard codes, no interface, only object. * Easy to use. * High quality result * The
most attractive e-books * Scripts are coded in plain language * All scripts with
detailed documentation * All scripts have been compiled from our script books. *
All scripts are fully functional. * You can start right away. * You don't need any
previous knowledge of Adobe® Photoshop® to be able to use these scripts. * No
additional 3rd party plug-ins or tools. * Well organized. * All scripts are carefully
tested and ready to use. * If you have problems with using the script, do not hesitate
to contact our technical support team. * Instructions will be provided via email. *
After the purchase, you will be able to download the installation files of the scripts.
* User manual in PDF format. * Translations into 6 languages - English, Chinese,
German, French, Italian, and Spanish. Our Action Script offer: * 50 action scripts *
Over 7,000 unique design ideas * All scripts have been diligently prepared with
these guidelines: * All scripts are customizable according to your requirements * All
scripts have been carefully prepared with these guidelines: * Full support *
Technical support * 24 hours a day, 7 days a week * We constantly listen to our
customers and focus on their needs. * We are here to help you. * Scripts are
carefully tested and ready to use. * If you have problems with using the script, do
not hesitate to contact our technical support team. * We are providing all the scripts
in the best way possible. * The eCover Go - Action Script Package delivers quality,
innovative technology that will allow anyone with an internet connection and a little
creativity to turn their publishing dreams into reality, allowing them to easily create
quality covers that are professional looking and easy to customize. * More info at:
www.eboxcover.com www.ecovergo.biz For any questions please contact us at:
[email protected] or call us at: 1-855-854-2278 or visit us at: www. a69d392a70
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What's New In ECover Go - Action Script Package?

>Revolutionary Design Software For Creating Amazing 3-D Products >Now it's
easy as 1-2-3 To Create Your Own Professionally Looking eBooks Covers and
Designs Fast and Easy >eCover Go is a revolutionary design tool that allows you to
generate professional 3-D designs and book covers in just minutes. No technical
knowledge is required, yet high-end designs that sparkle, are that is exactly what you
get out of eCover Go! >A little bit of creativity is what you need and eCover Go
will provide you with the tools to make you look like a pro. The eCover Go software
allows you to create stunning, eye-popping book covers and designs. With over 200
dynamic, fun and easy-to-use action scripts, you can create outstanding designs that
everyone will be talking about. >Unlike other similar products on the market,
eCover Go is script-driven and so you will not need to be an expert graphic designer
or have the technical skills to create stunning book covers. But don't worry, eCover
Go is also easy-to-use. No technical knowledge is required - just open the program,
make your design and watch the magic happen! >eCover Go is designed for
everyone. Whether you're a hobbyist who wants to produce exciting 3-D eBooks
covers at a fraction of the cost of professional products and need limited resources
or are a graphic designer or writer who want to make a splash in the industry,
eCover Go is here to help. >eCover Go offers all the tools needed to create
professional eBook covers that will catch the attention of readers and help sell your
books. >eCover Go can be used to quickly create eBook covers from your own
photographs and artwork. Plus, with over 200 scripts, you can create high-end book
covers from scratch with ease. >All the scripts in eCover Go are script-driven and
using the same shape library, the same node shapes and the same shape libraries are
great to use when scripting your own designs and cover styles. All the scripts use a
node-based (plug-ins) system and work like normal Photoshop actions. All you need
to do is select the elements you want to use, select the shape you want to shape and
position them in the shape editor. There is no need to calculate anything or setup
anything manually. >The capabilities of eCover Go Action Script Package are really
unique. >There are 3 main categories of scripts. >*
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System Requirements For ECover Go - Action Script Package:

Steam Account or Login Steam Community for a New Gameplay Experience
Supported OS: Mac OS 10.9+/ Windows 10 Vulkan API Driver (v10.0.17134.0)
Dual GTX 980 Dual GTX 1080 Dual GTX 1080 Ti Dual GTX 1070 Dual GTX
1070 Ti Dual GTX 1060 GPU: 6 GB 12 GB 8 GB 16 GB 11
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